
Biden Casually Says Food Shortage “Going To Be Real” As Necessary “Price” Of
Anti-Russia Sanctions

Description

USA: Update(15:55ET): Nothing to see here… only the President of the United States speaking at an
emergency summit of NATO heads making somewhat overly casual sounding references regarding
likely massive energy and food shortages…

“It’s going to be real,” Biden said at a news conference in Brussels. “The price of the 
sanctions is not just imposed upon Russia. It’s imposed upon an awful lot of countries
as well, including European countries and our country as well.”

Pres. Biden warns that food shortages are “going to be real,” saying the U.S. is working
with European partners to end trade limitations on sending food abroad to help alleviate
supply issues caused by Russian sanctions. https://t.co/GPN1kQDMMj
pic.twitter.com/0nuN0LMfve

— ABC News Politics (@ABCPolitics) March 24, 2022

As Bloomberg observes, “Ukraine and Russia are both major producers of wheat, in particular, and
Kyiv’s government has already warned that the country’s planting and harvest have been severely
disrupted by the war.”

And The Federalist’s Sean Davis aptly summarizes where things stand…

“We’re about to face massive energy and food shortages, and Biden’s solution is to ban drilling and put
expensive and inefficient solar panels and windmills on what’s left of American farmland that hasn’t
been bought up by China or BlackRock,” he wrote on Twitter.
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Meanwhile, below are Biden’s comments on China, coming after the formal NATO statement published
Thursday:

Biden says that he expected China to provide assistance to Russia in their invasion of
Ukraine.

If that’s true, why did he share intelligence about Russian military movements with the
Chinese? pic.twitter.com/D5YBOt6ovP

— Arthur Schwartz (@ArthurSchwartz) March 24, 2022

The NATO statement included the following: We call on all states, including the People’s Republic of 
China (PRC), to uphold the international order including the principles of sovereignty and territorial 
integrity, as enshrined in the UN Charter, to abstain from supporting Russia’s war effort in any 
way, and to refrain from any action that helps Russia circumvent sanctions.

Also of note from the Thursday afternoon speech is that Biden said he supports booting Russia – and
thus Putin – from the Group of 20:

President Biden said Thursday that he would support Russia being expelled from the G20 
over its invasion of Ukraine, a step that would further Vladimir Putin on the international 
stage.

Biden said the decision would ultimately be up to the G20, but that he has proposed 
allowing Ukraine to attend as an observer nation if other members do not agree to remove 
Russia.

Here’s what he said when asked about the G20 issue by a reporter:

“My answer is yes,” Biden said during a news conference when asked about whether 
Russia should be removed. “It depends on the G20. That was raised today, and I raised the 
possibility that, if that can’t be done – if Indonesia and others do not agree – then we 
should, in my view, ask to have both Ukraine be able to attend the meetings as well as … 
basically (having) Ukraine being able to attend the G20 meeting and observe.”

In bears recalling concerning the global food shortage the president is warning about…

pic.twitter.com/5nXJGFBwrh

— Defiant L’s (@DefiantLs) March 24, 2022

* * *

Update(1333ET): President Joe Biden held a live Q&A press conference from Brussels following
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Thursday’s NATO extraordinary session to address the Ukraine crisis.

“It would trigger a response in kind,” said Biden when asked what NATO ‘s response would be if
Putin used chemical weapons. Watch:

Asked by @CeciliaVega if the use of chemical weapons in Ukraine would trigger a military
response from NATO, Pres. Biden says: “It would trigger a response in kind.”
https://t.co/WJy31kMhbt pic.twitter.com/LF1XA2VMuc

— Good Morning America (@GMA) March 24, 2022

But over to the press pool, something is seriously wrong when mainstream media journalists ask
questions like this – almost seeming to be desirous of seeing WW3 breaking out…

ABC reporter asks Biden if he was too quick to rule out world war 3 
pic.twitter.com/OEjl9ijWhu

— Aaron Rupar (@atrupar) March 24, 2022

And then there are these very alarming statements…

We’re about to face massive energy and food shortages, and Biden’s solution is to ban
drilling and put expensive and inefficient solar panels and windmills on what’s left of
American farmland that hasn’t been bought up by China or BlackRock. 
https://t.co/ZX8q6adj2a

— Sean Davis (@seanmdav) March 24, 2022

* * *

Upon the close of Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg’s press briefing, NATO released its official
statement from the extraordinary session over the Ukraine crisis… “We, the Heads of State and
Government of the 30 NATO Allies, have met today to address Russia’s aggression against Ukraine,
the gravest threat to Euro-Atlantic security in decades,” the statement posted to NATO’s website begins
. “Russia’s war against Ukraine has shattered peace in Europe and is causing enormous human
suffering and destruction.”

The statement called on Putin “to immediately stop this war and withdraw military forces from Ukraine,
and call on Belarus to end its complicity, in line with the Aggression Against Ukraine Resolution
adopted at the UN General Assembly of 2 March 2022.” Further it said the invasion “makes the world 
less safe” and additionally condemned the Russian leader’s rhetoric as “irresponsible and
destabilizing.”
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Biden with Jens Stoltenberg in Brussels on March, 24. Via AFP

 

And at a moment President Volodymyr Zelensky’s is being seen as a “hero” and icon of sorts, and
further following his pre-recorded address before the summit wherein he urged more weapons from the
West (while stopping short of requesting a no-fly zone), the NATO statement reads:

Ukrainians have inspired the world with heroic resistance to Russia’s brutal war of 
conquest.  We strongly condemn Russia’s devastating attacks on civilians, including 
women, children, and persons in vulnerable situations. We will work with the rest of the 
international community to hold accountable those responsible for violations of 
humanitarian and international law, including war crimes.

This comes after the Biden administration on Wednesday saying it believes war crimes have been
committed by Russian forces, in a first formal statement charging such.

NATO urged an immediate ceasefire:

Russia needs to show it is serious about negotiations by immediately implementing a
ceasefire. We call on Russia to engage constructively in credible negotiations with Ukraine
to achieve concrete results, starting with a sustainable ceasefire and moving towards a
complete withdrawal of its troops from Ukrainian territory.

On Ukraine’s resistance and right to self defense, it said:

Ukraine has a fundamental right to self-defence under the United Nations Charter.   Since
2014, we have provided extensive support to Ukraine’s ability to exercise that right.  We
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have trained Ukraine’s armed forces, strengthening their military capabilities and capacities
and enhancing their resilience.  NATO Allies have stepped up their support and will
continue to provide further political and practical support to Ukraine as it continues to
defend itself.

On the recent allegations out of Washington and some Western allies suggesting that Moscow could
be preparing deployment of chemical or even nuclear weapons…

NATO Allies will also continue to provide assistance in such areas as cybersecurity and 
protection against threats of a chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear nature.
 NATO Allies also provide extensive humanitarian support and are hosting millions of
refugees.  Foreign Ministers will discuss further our support to Ukraine when they meet in
April.

Crucially the statement calls out China, after a week-and-a-half of Biden administration claims that it’s
secretly resupplying the Russian military with weapons. The NATO statement says:

We call on all states, including the People’s Republic of China (PRC), to uphold the 
international order including the principles of sovereignty and territorial integrity, as
enshrined in the UN Charter, to abstain from supporting Russia’s war effort in any way, and
to refrain from any action that helps Russia circumvent sanctions. We are concerned by
recent public comments by PRC officials and call on China to cease amplifying the
Kremlin’s false narratives, in particular on the war and on NATO, and to promote a peaceful
resolution to the conflict.

Calling member states’ commitment to Article 5 “iron-clad” it said of NATO’s increased defense posture
in response to events in Ukraine…

In response to Russia’s actions, we have activated NATO’s defence plans, deployed 
elements of the NATO Response Force, and placed 40,000 troops on our eastern flank
, along with significant air and naval assets, under direct NATO command supported by
Allies’ national deployments. We are also establishing four additional multinational 
battlegroups in Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, and Slovakia. We are taking all measures
and decisions to ensure the security and defence of all Allies across all domains and with a
360-degree approach.  Our measures remain preventive, proportionate, and non-
escalatory. We will now accelerate NATO’s transformation for a more dangerous strategic
reality, including through the adoption of the next Strategic Concept in Madrid.

Earlier Stoltenberg made the important admission of NATO having “trained” “tens of thousands” of 
troops in Ukraine going back to 2014…

NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg on Russia:
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– NATO provides significant military support to Ukraine, trained tens of thousands of
Ukrainian soldiers
– We will not send NATO troops, planes
– A no-fly zone over Ukraine would mean a NATO-Russia conflict 
pic.twitter.com/wWqq0Rpjyg

— TRT World Now (@TRTWorldNow) March 24, 2022

The NATO statement says further that “In light of the gravest threat to Euro-Atlantic security in
decades, we will also significantly strengthen our longer term deterrence and defence posture and will
further develop the full range of ready forces and capabilities necessary to maintain credible
deterrence and defence,” it continues. “These steps will be supported by enhanced exercises with an
increased focus on collective defence and interoperability.”

On cyber attacks, the statement lays out:

We are enhancing our cyber capabilities and defences, providing support to each other in
the event of cyber-attacks.  We are ready to impose costs on those who harm us in
cyberspace, and are increasing information exchange and situational awareness,
enhancing civil preparedness, and strengthening our ability to respond to disinformation.
We will also enhance our preparedness and readiness for chemical, biological, radiological
and nuclear threats. We will take further decisions when we meet in Madrid.

The statement ends with the following lines: “President Putin’s choice to attack Ukraine is a strategic
mistake, with grave consequences also for Russia and the Russian people.  We remain united and
resolute in our determination to oppose Russia’s aggression, aid the government and the people of
Ukraine, and defend the security of all Allies.”

Interestingly and quite worrisome from Stoltenberg’s earlier press conference, despite stressing the
need for “deconfliction”, he said that theoretically Article 5 ‘collective defense’ could be triggered in the
event of a major cyberattack.

He said this when pressed on the issue by a reporter: “On cyber, well we have stated that 
cyberattacks can trigger Article 5 but we have never gone into the position where we give a 
potential adversary of defining exactly when we trigger Article 5.”

A direct NATO-Russia clash leading to WW3 based on a… cyberattack? We certainly hope not.
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